GOOD GRIEF! ‘IT’S THE EASTER BEAGLE CHARLIE BROWN’
Submitted by: RDA Communications
Thursday, 4 March 2004

Available for the first time in the UK on DVD and video from 22nd March 2004
It’s time to join the beloved beagle and the rest of the evergreen PEANUTS gang in a classic Easter
favourite. The first of 10 Snoopy and Charlie Brown classics, ‘It’s the Easter Beagle Charlie
Brown’, featuring the added episode ‘Life is a Circus’, will be available on DVD and VHS from 22nd
March 2004 courtesy of Firefly Entertainment.
‘It’s the Easter Beagle Charlie Brown,’ has Schulz’s much loved PEANUTS characters in a hilarious
build up to Easter. It features Peppermint Patty attempting to teach Marcie how to make coloured eggs
whilst Lucy, trying to win the non-existent affection of Schroeder, strategically maps out the placement
of her eggs - but be careful Lucy, the Easter Beagle is about and Linus has been right all along…
‘Life is a Circus’ features Snoopy as ‘Hugo the Great,’ - a somersaulting, bike riding, tight
rope walking, trapeze swinging, Beagle who, much to the disappointment of Charlie Brown, falls
desperately in love with Fifi - a circus star poodle, and joins her on her circus travels to win her
affection.
From appearances in some 2,600 newspapers in 75 countries and translations in 21 languages, to cuddly
toys and cool clothing, the PEANUTS gang never fail in bringing smiles to all the faces they greet. This
film is an ideal Easter gift, which can be enjoyed by any PEANUTS fan, parent or child. It brings the
PEANUTS gang to our stores and screens for the first time in the UK, for a ‘nutty’ reunion and is the
first of 10 titles to be released in 2004/5 available at all major retailers throughout the UK.
Other titles also to be released by Firefly throughout the year include ‘You’re a Good Sport’ &
‘You’re the Greatest’, ‘Snoopy: The Musical’ and ‘A Charlie Brown Celebration’ so be
prepared for a Super Snoopy, PEANUTS packed 2004.
VHS CAT. NO: FFE 3004
VHS R.R.P: £5.99
DVD CAT NO FFEDVD 3003
DVD R.R.P: £7.99
CERTIFICATE: U
F.F.I. PLEASE CONTACT CANDICE WURCHER AT RDA COMMUNICATIONS ON +44 (0) 20 7376 3292 candice@rda.tv
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